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1. This is international terrorism and can be confronted by
the full anti-terror infrastructure of the US govt. 
18 USC 2331 defines international terrorism, in part, as
activity that 
-Involves violent or dangerous acts that violate criminal
laws

Nick Knudsen 
@DemWrite

Philip Manshaus, the alleged terrorist who attempted to shoot up 
an Oslo mosque on Saturday, said in a 4chan post that he was 
inspired by the New Zealand and El Paso shooters. 
 
Both of them were inspired by Donald Trump. He is an 
international disease.slate.com/news-and-polit…
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Norway Mosque Gunman Expressed Far-Right Views, Admirati…

A 4chan post believed to be by the alleged gunman expressed
admiration for previous shootings targeting Muslims and immigrants.
slate.com

2. -appear intended to intimidate or coerce civilian population  

- that transcends national boundaries in terms of means by which the acts are

accomplished, the persons they appear to intimidate or coerce or the locale in which

the perpetrator operate or seek asylum.

3. IMO the extreme right is now an international terrorist force operating world-wide

and link together by an online recruitment and radicalization infrastructure and are

clearly within the 2331 definition. The full power of US law enforcement in the US

and US law

4 enforcement and military in foreign countries is lawfully available to stamp out this
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4. enforcement and military in foreign countries is lawfully available to stamp out this

existential threat. Hunt them in on-line chat rooms and in their homes. IMO It is

100% lawful. Every member of this enemy force on the web who shows they share

these goals, have committed

5. an overt act and is reasonably considered to be potential threat can be intercepted

using FISA authorities and stopped. Most likely charged with material support to a

foreign terrorist org. A better law would be helpful but is not necessary to take these

folks down now.

6. Make them live in constant fear. Not people at Walmart.  

And FYI. I thought up the Ruby Ridge civil settlement. Don't shoot the kids.
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